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ABSTRACTThe paper introduces a query translation model thatreects the structure of the cross-language informationretrieval task. The model is based on a structuredbilingual dictionary in which the translations of eachterm are clustered into groups with distinct meanings.Query translation is modeled as a two-stage process,with the system �rst determining the intended meaningof a query term and then selecting translations appropri-ate to that meaning that might appear in the documentcollection. An implementation of structured translationbased on automatic dictionary clustering is describedand evaluated by using Chinese queries to retrieve En-glish documents. Structured translation achieved anaverage precision that was statistically indistinguish-able from Pirkola's technique for very short queries, butPirkola's technique outperformed structured translationon long queries. The paper concludes with some obser-vations on future work to improve retrieval e�ectivenessand on other potential uses of structured translation ininteractive cross-language retrieval applications.
1. INTRODUCTIONCross-language Information Retrieval (CLIR) is the taskof �nding documents that are written in one language(e.g., English) using queries that are expressed in an-other (e.g., Chinese). One common approach, known as\query translation," is to translate each query term andthen perform monolingual retrieval in the language ofthe document [11]. Bilingual dictionaries have proven tobe a useful source for potential translations, and meth-ods for selecting the appropriate translation(s) for each�Work by the �rst author was performed while at theUniversity of Maryland Computer Science Department.

term have been the subject of extensive research. Twofundamental approaches to this problem of translationselection have emerged, techniques guided by encodedlinguistic knowledge and/or statistics that character-ize term usage in large collections of text (cf., [8, 9])and techniques that treat each known translation asan equally valid alternative [14]. In this paper we in-troduce structured translation, a framework for querytranslation in which we assume that the dictionary em-ployed has the target language translations grouped intodistinct concepts. We use the �rst approach to selectamong alternative concepts that a query-language termmight represent and then apply the second approachto accommodate the range of document-language termsthat might be chosen to express that concept. We presenta technique that transforms an unstructured bilingualdictionary into a structured one, and experimental re-sults obtained using that technique.
2. STRUCTURED TRANSLATIONStructured translation o�ers four possible advantages:� It models the query translation process with greater�delity than unstructured translation. By exploit-ing the greater �delity we may be able to improveretrieval e�ectiveness.� The use of translation clusters rather than individ-ual translations can reduce the number of compar-isons when using local context to select the correcttranslation, thus decreasing the time required forquery translation.� With structured translation it becomes possible todisplay alternate gloss translations that illustratedi�erent meanings, possibly improving the user'sability to recognize the most desirable documentsin the retrieved set.� Structured translation could facilitate interactivequery re�nement by allowing alternative transla-tions of each term to be grouped meaningfully.Our principal goal in this paper is to explore the �rstpoint. The second point is addressed in section 3.3, and



the remaining points are discussed briey in Section 6.
2.1 Vocabulary SelectionFigure 1 compares the vocabulary selection process formonolingual and cross-language free-text retrieval sys-tems that use the so-called \bag-of-words" approach.Reduced to its simplest form, in monolingual retrievalusers attempt to choose query terms that will be presentin documents that the user wishes to see. Terms arepresent in documents because authors put them there,and authors are free to choose any terms that expressthe concepts they wish to convey. For monolingualsearchers, the vocabulary selection problem is essen-tially the searcher's e�ort to guess which terms an au-thor might have used to express the concepts that are ofinterest [1]. Searchers can employ a range of strategiesfor this \vocabulary discovery" task, including relianceon prior knowledge, use of a thesaurus, and analysisof search results (cf., [17]). The terms chosen by thesearcher and the author are then compared to computea score (belief value) for each document with respectto the query, and the resulting belief values are sortedto produce a ranked list in which the most promisingdocuments will (hopefully) appear near the top.
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Query-DocumentFigure 1: The vocabulary selection process forfree-text retrieval. The dashed box encloses thestructured translation model.Such a direct approach is not possible in cross-languageretrieval, however. In the cross-language case, we as-sume that the searcher wishes to choose query termsin a language di�erent from that which the author hasused. Under these conditions, the best that a searchercould hope to do is choose query-language terms thathave the same meaning as the terms that the author ofa desirable document might have chosen. The systemmust then select document-language terms that expressthose concepts. Critically, in the cross-language case,the responsibility for selecting the same term(s) thatthe author would use to represent each concept rests

with the system rather than with the user.1 The pro-cesses by which concepts are inferred and the process bywhich terms are selected to represent those concepts arethe key points that distinguish cross-language retrievalfrom its monolingual counterpart.
2.2 Improving Translation EffectivenessAs shown by the dashed box in Figure 1, all present ap-proaches to cross-language retrieval with which the au-thors are familiar group the two stages together, treat-ing the problem as one of translating from terms inone language to terms in another. Several researchershave achieved good results by modeling query transla-tion as a statistical process (cf. [2, 9]. The basic ap-proach is to construct a probability mass function overthe document-language terms that is conditioned on theterm to be translated and proximate terms found withinsome local context of the term to be translated. Pirkolarecently introduced an alternative technique in whichevery known translation is treated as if it were synony-mous for the purposes of retrieval [14]. The basic ideain this case is that the occurrence of any known trans-lation is treated as an instance of the query-languageterm that was speci�ed by the user.The query translation model depicted in Figure 1 o�ersan attractive way of combining these apparently contra-dictory approaches. When a user chooses a term thathas multiple meanings, it is reasonable to assume thatonly one of the possible meanings is intended. Proba-bilistic techniques o�er a principled way to express thesystem's degree of certainty about which meaning wasintended. But even if the intended meaning were knownwith certainty, a di�erent perspective may be neededto choose the document-language term(s) that an au-thor might use to express that concept. Pirkola's ap-proach seems appropriate after the concept has beendetermined, reecting the intuition that in the absenceof evidence about how authors choose terms it is reason-able to assume that they could choose any appropriateterm for the concept that they wish to represent. Byseparating concept inference from translation selection.structured translation seeks to model the term selectionproblem with greater �delity than previous methods.If we are to treat concept selection and term choice sep-arately, each concept must be de�ned in a way thatfacilitates generation of the terms that can be used toexpress that concept. In WordNet, sets of synonymousterms are used to represent concepts [3]. The sameidea can be applied directly to bilingual dictionaries,grouping translations with similar meanings into clus-ters. Each cluster then represents one possible meaningof the query-language term, and the document-languageterms that can be used to express that concept are theterms that make up the cluster. Dictionaries with sucha structure may be available,2 and Section 3.2 presents1In monolingual retrieval, automatic query expansiontechniques seek to achieve a similar e�ect.2Sakhr's Arabic/English CLIR system is one example



an automated technique for converting an unstructured(term-to-term) translation dictionary into a structureddictionary. Once a structured translation dictionary isavailable, any desired technique can be used to performthe concept inference process (translation from term tocluster). The terms within each cluster can then betreated as synonyms, or an attempt can be made tobuild source-speci�c or genre-speci�c probabilistic mod-els of the way in which terms are used in the docu-ment collection. In Section 4 we explore three alterna-tive ways of performing concept inference in conjunctionwith the synonym-based approach to term selection.
3. STRUCTURED DICTIONARIESIn this section we approach the task of building struc-tured dictionaries as one of agglomerative clustering ofalternate translations in an existing bilingual term list.We begin by describing the dictionary clustering task,and then summarize related work on word sense disam-biguation. Finally, we present an automatic techniquefor clustering bilingual dictionaries in which the targetlanguage is English.Figure 2 shows the entry for a single term in the bilin-gual term list that we used for the experiments reportedin Section 4. Six translations are known for deng1lu4 .3Three have very similar meaning (login, log-in, and lo-gon); the other three are clearly related in some way tothe concept of beginning a session on a computer, buttheir meanings are both more general and somewhatdi�erent from each other. It would be easy to argue forany of the groupings in that �gure.record entry register login log-in logon(record) (entry) (register) (login, log-in, logon)(record, register) (entry) (login, log-in, logon)(record, entry) (register) (login, log-in, logon)(record, entry, register) (login, log-in, logon)(record, entry, register, login, log-in, logon)Figure 2: Dictionary clustering for deng1lu4.This is clearly a clustering problem, for which the keyissues are de�nition of a function that expresses the de-gree of similarity among a cluster of terms and choice ofa strategy to search the space of possible clusters. Forthe moment we focus on similarity measures|our com-plete clustering technique is presented at the end of thissection. For the purposes of CLIR, it seems clear thatthe appropriate basis for constructing a similarity func-tion is the di�erential e�ect on retrieval if both termswere considered to represent the same concept. In otherwords, given the rank order produced through the useof one translation, what would be the e�ect of treatingthe other word as part of the same cluster? The key testof a system with such a dictionary.3Throughout this paper, we use the pinyin translitera-tion for Chinese characters.

is whether a searcher who knew the document languagemight have thought the second translation would be agood choice to add to a search that already includedthe �rst one. Such a test would be useful if we were tomanually cluster a dictionary, but we must turn to othersources of evidence if the process is to be performed au-tomatically.
3.1 Prior ArtTerm similarity has been the subject of extensive re-search, principally in the context of word sense dis-ambiguation [4]. Similarity measures have been de-veloped that exploit both knowledge-based and corpus-based sources of evidence. Knowledge can be encodedalgorithmically or in some form of knowledge structure.For example:� Semantic relationships. Ontologies such as the-sauri and semantic networks encode knowledge ofrelationships between terms that can be used tocompute similarity. WordNet can be used for thispurpose by computing a similarity measure basedon the link structure of the semantic network.� Morphological analysis. Morphological knowledgecan be applied to determine whether two wordsoriginate from the same stem. This includes inec-tional morphology (e.g., walked ! walk) as wellas derivational morphology (e.g., destruction !destroy).� Orthographic and phonological evidence. Termsthat are spelled similarly but not identically mighthave been intended as the same term, perhapswith an unintentional misspelling. This might alsobe true of terms with similar pronunciation|theycould represent alternate transliterations of thesame proper name, for example.Statistical analysis of term usage in a document collec-tion provides another source of evidence. Two types ofstatistical evidence have been used:� Syntactic dependency. Lin used a broad-coverageparser to extract dependency triples containing(headword, modi�er, dependency type) and thencomputed the word similarity based on occurrencein similar syntactic structures with similar headsor modi�ers [7].� Proximity. Parsing is a relatively expensive pro-cess, and some statements are not su�ciently wellformed to permit reliable parsing. Term cooccur-rence within a sliding window provides a weaker(but more easily obtained) source of evidence thatcan be used in a similar way by treating proximityas a dependency type.Similarity functions based on a combination of evidenceare often used because the alternative sources of evi-dence have complementary strengths and weaknesses.



McRoy, for example, used a linear scheme for combin-ing semantic, syntactic, and proximity evidence for wordsense disambiguation [10] and Mandala, et al. used asimilar approach to control query expansion in monolin-gual context [8]. Approaches based on term clusteringhave been used for query expansion in monolingual re-trieval, and similar ideas have been applied to CLIR bySheridan and Ballerini [15] and others. We are, how-ever, not aware of any prior application of automaticclustering techniques to translations contained in bilin-gual dictionaries.
3.2 Implementing Dictionary ClusteringWe used complete link clustering with early termina-tion. Our similarity measure was based on the followingsources of evidence:� WordNet similarity. For words and phrases thatappeared in WordNet we use Lin's informationtheoretic similarity measure, equation (??), whichis based on the intuition that the similarity of twosynonym sets depends on the informativeness ofeach and the informativeness of their most spe-ci�c subsumer [7]. After examining a few caseswe selected an ad hoc threshold of 0.5 and treatedtwo terms as similar if their computed similarityexceeded that value.� Inectional morphology. For single words, we treattwo English words as similar if morphological anal-ysis revealed that they were inectional variantsof the same root. We used the freely availableWordNet morphological analysis software for thispurpose.� Orthographic similarity. For single words, we treattwo English words as similar if adding, deleting, orchanging a single character would convert one intothe other.Our approach to the combination of evidence is ex-tremely simple|we consider two terms to be similarif they meet at least one of the criteria identi�ed above:for each Chinese termfor each English translation 'a'for each existing cluster 'C'for each translation 'b' included in clusterif (Wordnet_sim(a,C.b)>0.5 ora and C.b are variants of same root ora and C.b have edit distance 0 or 1)add a to C and go to next translationif not assigned yet, start a new clusterLin's WordNet similarity measure is:s(t1; t2) = 2 log P (C0)log P (C1) + log P (C2) (1)

where ti are terms, Cj are WordNet synsets, t1 2 C1; t2 2C2, C0 is the most speci�c synset that subsumes both C1and C2, and P (Cj) is the probability that a randomlyselected term belongs to Cj .
3.3 Implementing Concept InferenceWe exploit the local context of a Chinese term in thequery to identify promising translation clusters by ex-amining a window of query terms. For each translationcluster associated with a Chinese term, we collect evi-dence from every translation cluster of all other Chineseterms in the same window. We combine two sources ofevidence:� the WordNet similarity described in equation (1),with values between zero and one.� log-likelihood cooccurrence statistics, computed us-ing a window size of �3 words on an English cor-pus of 78 million words from Wall Street Journal,Associated Press and San Jose Mercury News sto-ries in the TREC collection. We normalized thesevalues by applying a scaling factor (0.05 for log2)and then limiting the result to fall between zeroand one. Additional details of the computationare provided in [16]A score for each cluster was computed within a windowas follows:for each Chinese term t1 in the windowfor each term t2 right of t1 in the windowfor each English cluster C1 of t1for each English cluster C2 of t2accumulate WordNet_sim(C1,C2) to C1 and C2accumulate cooccur(C1,C2) to C1 and C2For relatively short queries, a single window containingall Chinese terms was used. For longer queries, a win-dow containing 15 terms was stepped across the query in12-term increments so that two successive windows willhave 3 terms in common. We accumulate evidence forWordNet similarity and cooccurrence separately withina window as if they were probabilities, computing a+ bas a + (1 � a)b. For each English cluster, the overallscore score is then computed as a linear combination ofWordNet similarity (0.3) and cooccurrence (0.7). If anunstructured bilingual dictionary were used, the compu-tational complexity of the algorithm would be O(m2n2),where m is the average number of translations per termand n is the number of terms in the window for whichmultiple translations are known. For the experimentsreported in this paper we instead used only the Englishterm in each cluster that appeared most frequently inthe Brown corpus, a balanced corpus of English. Us-ing a structured dictionary in this way thus reduces mto the average number of clusters per query-languageterm, a substantial savings. At the end of the compu-tation, each dictionary cluster has a numeric score that



describes the likelihood of it representing the correctEnglish meaning in the given context. The resultingscores can be used to select the best cluster or to weigheach cluster appropriately.
4. EXPERIMENT DESIGNExperience has shown that several factors make it hardto obtain statistically signi�cant results in CLIR evalu-ations. The translation process introduces a source of\noise" that can increase the sample variance of mea-sures such as average precision, so the largest prac-tical number of evaluation topics would be desirable.Paradoxically, CLIR test collections typically includefewer topics than their monolingual counterparts be-cause the cost of developing those collections can onlybe amortized over the relatively few participants thathave access to the needed linguistic resources. The useof small relevance judgment pools can exacerbate theproblem, introducing undersampling e�ects that couldcontribute a systematic bias that statistical signi�cancetesting cannot reveal. In order to avoid these limita-tions, we chose to use a monolingual test collection forwhich translated queries are available, and to base ourevaluation on the largest possible number of topics.We used one hundred topic descriptions from the TREC-6 and TREC-7 ad-hoc evaluations (TREC topics 301-400) for the experiments. The full topic descriptionswere manually translated into Chinese by native speak-ers at two di�erent facilities. Topics 301-350 were trans-lated at National Taiwan University, and topics 351-400were translated at the University of Maryland. The Chi-nese topic descriptions were automatically segmentedusing software from New Mexico State University thatis freely available for research use.4 We formed two setsof queries from the automatically segmented topic de-scriptions by taking every character from the indicated�elds: very short (title), long (title, description and nar-rative).For query translation, we merged a bilingual term listprovided by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)5with a bilingual term list derived automatically from theChinese-English Translation Assistance (CETA) dictio-naries. The CETA group, started in 1965 and contin-uing into the 1990's, was a project to collect, evaluate,edit, and revise one single reference source for trans-lating all kinds of Chinese documents into English.6The 230,000 entries in the CETA dictionaries were com-piled from 250 dictionaries, some general purpose, oth-ers domain-speci�c. Because they were originally de-signed for manual use, explanatory de�nitions and ex-amples of usage are present in addition to simple trans-lations. We selected 20 CETA dictionaries with an em-phasis on modern broad coverage dictionaries and dic-tionaries specialized for economics and politics. We �rst4Available at http://crl.nmsu.edu/software/.5Available at http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT/6A machine-readable version of the CETA dictionariesis available from MRM Corp., Kensington, MD.

removed English entries that contained more than 10words, which are almost certainly de�nitions. For re-maining English entries that contained several words,we used Lin's freely available MINIPAR parser [6] andsome simple pattern matching to identify a headwordand retained the smallest coherent phrase that includedthat headword. Finally, we automatically mapped theresulting English terms into WordNet. Preprocessingfor the LDC dictionary was considerably simpler, con-sisting mainly of removal of target language forms thatwere descriptions of function where automatically iden-ti�able as such. When merging the term lists we soughtto automatically remove duplicate entries. The alter-nate English translations for a Chinese term were thenranked as follows: �rst all single word entries are or-dered by decreasing target language unigram frequencycalculated according to the Brown corpus, followed byall multi-word translations, and �nally single word en-tries with zero unigram Brown corpus frequency. Theresulting bilingual term list contained 195,078 uniqueChinese terms, with an average of 1.9 known Englishtranslations per Chinese term.We indexed the TREC-7 collection, which contained210,158 Financial Times stories from 1991{1994, 131,896Los Angeles Times stories from 1989{1990, 55,632 Fed-eral Register documents from 1994, and 130,471 For-eign Broadcast Information Service stories from 1996.Retrieval e�ectiveness measures were computed usingTREC relevance judgments, which were developed atTREC-6 and TREC-7 using a pooled assessment method-ology, and the trec eval program.7 Automatically con-structed English queries were then submitted to the In-query retrieval system (version 3.1p1), which is availablefor research use from the University of Massachusetts.The following Inquery operators were used:#sum Belief values associated with each term or nodeare averaged, each term contributes equally.#wsum Belief values associated with each term or nodeare averaged, with possibly unequal relative con-tributions from each term speci�ed by the integerthat precedes that term or node. The initial inte-ger is the sum of the scaling factors.#max The largest belief value associated with a termor node is selected.#or The belief values are accumulated as if they wereprobabilities, computing a+ b as a+ (1� a)b.#uwN Belief values associated with each term or nodeare used if the terms are found (in any order)within a window of N words.#syn A belief value for the node is computed usingthe Inquery term weighting formula rather than7Information about the documents, queries and rele-vance judgments is available at http://trec.nist.gov/and the trec eval program is available atftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/.



by combining belief values. The term frequencyof each term is summed to provide the term fre-quency for this computation, and the number ofdocuments in which any of the terms appears isdetermined with reference to the index. The com-putation is described in [5].
5. RESULTSOur hypothesis was that within-cluster term selectionshould be handled di�erently from across-cluster termselection. For our initial experiments, we comparedfour techniques for using the belief values of alternativetranslations within a cluster. To do this, we treatedevery known translation as a single cluster and formedqueries in �ve ways. Examples for each of are shown us-ing a the very short query for TREC Topic 358 \blood-alcohol fatalities" that was manually translated to\xue3ye4jiu3jing1si3wang1shi4gu4" and then automati-cally segmented to \xue3ye4 jiu3jing1 si3wang1 shi4gu4."The corresponding dictionary entries are fblood blood-streamg, fethanol alcohol spiritusg, fdeath demise deadlydoom (to die) abosisg, and ftrouble accident mishapg.SU Single Unstructured. For each Chinese term, in-clude every known translation. #sum(blood blood-stream ethanol alcohol spiritus death demise deadlydoom#uw2(to die) abosis trouble accident mishap);SP Single Pirloka. The query is structured using Pirkola'smethod [14]. #sum(#syn(blood bloodstream)#syn(ethanol alcohol spiritus) #syn(death demisedeadly doom #uw2(to die) abosis) #syn(troubleaccident mishap));SO Single Or. For each Chinese term, combine be-lief values for each alternative translation using aprobabilistic or operator. #sum(#or(blood blood-stream) #or(ethanol alcohol spiritus) #or(deathdemise deadly doom #uw2(to die) abosis) #or(trouble accident mishap));SW Single Weighted. For each Chinese term, weightalternative translations equally. #sum(#wsum(21 blood 1 bloodstream) #wsum(3 1 ethanol 1 alco-hol 1 spiritus) #wsum(6 1 death 1 demise 1 deadly1 doom 1 #uw2(to die) 1 abosis) #wsum(3 1 trou-ble 1 accident 1 mishap));BU Best Unstructured. For each Chinese term, se-lect the most frequent English translation basedon the word unigram statistics of the Brown cor-pus. #sum(blood ethanol death trouble);Figure 3 shows the mean average precision for each tech-nique, averaged over 100 very short or long queries.Ellipses in that �gure enclose values that are statisti-cally indistinguishable (for p < 0:05) using a two-tailedpaired t- test. SP clearly outperformed all other meth-ods, so we adopted Pirkola's method for within-clustercombination of evidence and compared SP with fourtechniques based on the use of structured dictionaries:

Figure 3: Within-cluster combination of evi-dence, averaged over 100 queries. Ellipses in-dicate statistically indistinguishable results.BP Best Pirkola. Select the single cluster with thehighest log-likelihood. #sum(#syn(blood blood-stream) #syn(ethanol alcohol) #syn(death demise)#syn(trouble accident mishap));MP Maximum Pirkola. Select the cluster that pro-duces the maximumbelief value. #sum(#syn(bloodbloodstream) #or(#syn(ethanol alcohol) spiritus)#or(#syn(death demise) deadly doom #uw2(todie) abosis) #syn(trouble accident mishap));OP Or Pirkola. Combine the belief values for eachalternative translation cluster using a probabilis-tic or operator. #sum(#syn(blood bloodstream)#max(#syn(ethanol alcohol) spiritus) #max(#syn(death demise) deadly doom #uw2(to die)abosis) #syn(trouble accident mishap));WP Weighted Pirkola. Weight alternative translationclusters based on the available evidence. #sum(#syn(blood bloodstream) #wsum(3 3 #syn(ethanolalcohol) 0 spiritus #wsum(11 6 #syn(death demise)1 deadly 2 doom 2 #uw2(to die) 0 abosis) #syn(trouble accident mishap));

Figure 4: Across-cluster combination of evi-dence, averaged over 100 queries.Figure 4 shows the mean average precision for each tech-nique. For very short queries, SP, WP and OP are sta-tistically indistinguishable, but SP outperforms all other



techniques on long queries. Examination of the cases inwhich SP outperformed WP suggested that the clustersin our dictionary might be overly �ne-grained for thepurpose of retrieval, so one of us (a native speaker ofEnglish that does not know Chinese) reclustered a sub-set of the dictionary by hand. We started from the au-tomatically clustered entries for the approximately 200unique terms used in very short queries 351-400 and ag-gressively joined clusters unless we felt that it was clearthat the terms were intended to represent di�erent con-cepts. We did this once in the lexicographic order of theChinese terms, and made no reference to the queriesthemselves during this process. Ultimately, we madechanges to the clustering for 71 Chinese terms, reduc-ing the average number of clusters per Chinese term overthat set from 3.7 to 1.6, and more than half of those 71reclustered Chinese terms retained only a single trans-lation cluster. As Figure 5 illustrates, the performanceof WP improved when the manually reclustered dictio-nary was used, achieving results identical to SP overthose 50 queries. The slight decline shown for SP inthat �gure appears to be the result of the result of themanual removal of a few duplicate translations that ourautomatic dictionary cleanup had missed.

Figure 5: Manual clustering results, averagedover 50 queries. WP and OP overlap for veryshort queries.We were surprised by our inability to outperform SPusing structured translation. The relatively poor per-formance of BP points to one possible explanation forthis|it appears that our somewhat ad hoc algorithmfor assigning scores to each cluster would need to be im-proved. WP seems to be less sensitive to query lengththan SP, an observation that is consistent with the de-sign of each. Terms that have several translations mayhave some that are frequent and others that are dis-tinctive. Because ranked retrieval systems such as In-query depend in part on the collection frequencies ofeach term to compute belief values, distinctive termstypically dominate the belief value for a document, withmore common terms making a far smaller contribution.The document frequency recalculation that is built intoSP is essentially a disaster-avoidance strategy, prevent-ing individual translations from generating inappropri-ately high belief values by computing an aggregate doc-

ument frequency for every known translation. Termswith a lower degree of translation ambiguity then havethe opportunity to dominate the retrieval results. Thelarger vocabulary used in longer queries naturally pro-vides more opportunities of the use of a term with onlyfairly selective translations, so better results are ob-served when long queries are used. WP uses a di�er-ent strategy, seeking to limit the adverse e�ect on thedocument frequency computations on a term by termbasis. While the use of better cluster weights mightlead to better performance for WP on relatively shortqueries, the greater e�ect query length e�ect observedwith SP may wash out any bene�t WP can o�er onlonger queries.It is interesting to note that the performance of OP isalmost indistinguishable from that of WP in our exper-iments. We feel that this is of little consequence, how-ever, since we can see no clear way of improving OP.The poor performance of MP should not be surprisingwhen considered from the same light as SP. Not onlydoes MP lack SP's disaster-mitigation mechanism, it isactually biased in favor of disaster enhancement! Thepresence of a single cluster of highly selective transla-tions would be enough to capture the #max operator,thus dominating the belief value computations regard-less of whether there is any reason to believe that clusteris an appropriate choice.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKWe have introduced the idea of structured translationand explored ways in which structured translation canbe applied in a CLIR system. Although our experi-ments did not demonstrate better retrieval e�ectivenessthan Pirkola's method, we believe that this may resultfrom weaknesses in our present cluster weighting algo-rithm. Our experience with manual dictionary cluster-ing has clari�ed the need for task-based measures ofclustering e�ectiveness, and we plan to explore that is-sue further through user studies and additional retrievalexperiments. The clustering algorithm used in our ex-periments builds on existing work in monolingual ap-plications, but bilingual dictionaries also o�er the po-tential for iterative re�nement, �rst clustering in onelanguage and then the other. We are interested in ex-ploring that possibility as a way of improving clusterassignments. We also plan to explore clustering tech-niques that exploit additional sources of evidence, suchas the use of derivational morphology and the cross-part-of-speech links in EuroWordNet.Although we introduced structured translation from theperspective of query translation, the retrieval problem issymmetric|it is equally useful to think of selecting anindexing vocabulary for documents that searchers arelikely to choose. Incorporation of these ideas in a CLIRapproach based on document translation should thus bequite straightforward. The results that we have focusedon in our analysis have generally been statistically sig-ni�cant, but di�erences of the magnitude we have ob-served (typically less than 20%) might be of little conse-



quence in a real application. This automated processingis, however, generally only a part of some larger cross-language search process. As we mentioned in Section 2,structured translation might �nd its most important ap-plication in other parts of that process. For interactiveretrieval, Oard and Resnik suggested that displaying asmany as three translations, one for each possible mean-ings of a term, might help users recognize promisingdocuments through a \pop out" e�ect in which the con-text reinforces the user's perception of the appropriatetranslation [12]. User-assisted query translation mightalso bene�t from structured translation. Ogden et al.,for example, displayed all known back-translations foreach candidate translation to provide monolingual userswith a basis for making such a selection [13]. Fewer suchdecisions would be needed if alternate translations weregrouped by meaning. Structured translation back intothe query language might also be helpful since alter-natives could then be displayed in semantically relatedgroups.Ultimately, the value of structured translation rests onthe degree to which the model depicted in Figure 1 rep-resents the structure of the task at hand. The com-mon feature of the tasks that we have identi�ed|cross-language retrieval, gloss translation for browsing, andquery re�nement using retranslation|is that techniquesare known that can tolerate some degree unresolvableambiguity. Structured translation o�ers a principledway of using the available evidence in an appropriatemanner without making inappropriate choices in caseswhere su�cient evidence is not available.
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